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Approach and Landing

• Teach the stick&rudder skills required to fly 
the glider through the pattern and land at the 
predetermined point

• Teach the RM/ADM skills required to 
evaluate how well the pilot is 
accomplishing the mechanical skills task



Approach & Landing

• Teaching the mechanical skills
– Complete the landing checklist
– Reach the IP at xxxx ft AGL
– Enter the downwind leg and correct for x-wind
– Opposite Touchdown point
– Turn Base
– Turn Final and aim for T.D. point

– Use spoilers to control height, elevator to control 
speed



Approach and Landing

• Another approach to teaching both 
mechanical and ADM skills
– Pick your touchdown point on/off the runway
– Determine where base/final turn must be
– Determine where downwind/base turn must be
– Determine where entry point will be given 

current situation (altitude, position, and speed)
– Complete landing checklist prior to landing



Adding in RM skills 

• What we really need to do is teach 
RM/ADM skills along with the mechanical 
skills
– What factors will effect the airspeed on this 

landing?
– What factors will effect the gliders height and 

position on this landing?

– What actions would be required if conditions 
change?



Simple Math

Solve for X Find X
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Simple Math

Solve for X = 5 Find X
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Goal is IP point
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Approach & Landing

• Major drawback is that primary focus is on 
reaching the IP.

• This technique works well when students plan 
ahead to reach the IP at the desired altitude.

• What happens when this planning breaks down 
and the student is 1 mile out at 1200 ft and runs 
into 500 fpm sink?



Choose Your Approach
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Goal is Touchdown Point?
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Goal is Touchdown Point
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Optional Approach 2
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Optional Approach 3
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Optional Approach 4
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Optional Approach 5
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Teaching a Goal Oriented 
Approach

• Practice arrival from various directions

• Practice left, right, straight-in, downwind 
approaches

• Practice arrival from various altitudes

• Demonstrate the effect of constant headwind

• Demonstrate the effect of a decreasing 
headwind



A Goal Orientated Approach
• Focus the students’ attention on the landing area
• Practice ‘standard’ and ‘non-standard’ approaches

– 1st approach ‘standard’ 
– 2nd approach ‘non-standard’, base/final only
– 3rd approach ‘standard’
– 4th approach ‘non-standard’, right vs left pattern
– 5th approach ‘standard’ 
– 6th approach ‘non-standard’, overhead join at mid-field

• Review previous approaches and begin naming 
legs, while maintaining focus on primary goal

“Law of Primacy view”



Expanding TLAR
• TLAR – That Looks About Right

– Learned skill that allows the pilot to pick a safe angle 
back to the touchdown point

• Expanded TLAR
– Recognize when the angle is changing and take an 

appropriate action 







Out landing at new field



2002 Std Class Nationals

http://soaring.aerobatics.ws/LOGS/HomePage.html

12 Pilot’s Landing Traces

Gary Itner
Tom Knauff
Baudouin Litt
Liz Schwendler
Ken Sorenson
Tim Wells

Tom Beltz
Walter Cannon
Bob Epp
Chip Garner
Ray Gimmey
Sam Gitner









Landing Scenario 

• Problem
– Traffic in the pattern

– Expedite the landing
– Runway incursion

• How can we safely practice this scenario?



Landing Scenario 

• Themes
– 2 gliders in the pattern at the same time

– Glider heading back to the field low
– A need to expedite the landing (sick passenger)
– Runway incursion while on final



Landing Scenario 

• State a problem 

• Identify a theme

• Using the PAVE model
– Identify a Pilot issue
– Identify an Aircraft issue

– Identify an enVironment issue
– Identify an External factor
– Write a short scenario





Landing Scenario

Pilot issues
Inexperienced in type

Aircraft issues
Flap only glidepath control

enVironment issues
Another glider 200 ft lower on downwind

External issues
Runway is long but narrow



Landing Scenario

You have just completed a 2 hour flight in 
your recently acquired PIK-20B sailplane.  
This will be your 2nd landing in this glider. 
As you head back toward the entry point 
you hear another club member make a radio 
call that they are entering downwind.



Landing Scenario

Analyze this scenario using the P.A.V.E. 
Model
Pilot

Aircraft

enVironment

External



Conclusions 

• A review of glider accident statistics shows 
that over 60% of the accidents occur in the 
landing phase of flight.

• The “Law of Primacy” states that the first 
thing learned is what is remembered during 
times of stress.

• Good Risk Management skills can help 
reduce the number of landing accident



Determining When to Land

• What effect does the wind have on landing?



CFIT in PatternCFIT in Pattern

• Addressing the 60+% landing accident statistic and its Addressing the 60+% landing accident statistic and its 
reduction.reduction.

• How do you teach your student to make it to the runway and How do you teach your student to make it to the runway and 
not be a land-short statistic?not be a land-short statistic?

• Turn left at the red barn?Turn left at the red barn?
• Check the altimeter to ensure there is enough height?Check the altimeter to ensure there is enough height?

• Make him learn TLAR [Make him learn TLAR [That Looks About RightThat Looks About Right]]



CFIT in PatternCFIT in Pattern

• Do you find it easy to judge a straight line distance – say 1,000 feet?Do you find it easy to judge a straight line distance – say 1,000 feet?

• Do you find it easy to judge an angle – say 30 degrees?Do you find it easy to judge an angle – say 30 degrees?

• Can you easily perceive when an angle changes?Can you easily perceive when an angle changes?

• Can the ability to see instantly an angle which is changing help us as Can the ability to see instantly an angle which is changing help us as 
pilots?pilots?

• Let’s consider the ‘dip’ angle.Let’s consider the ‘dip’ angle.



Extending The Time Horizon: Extending The Time Horizon: 
Questions To Ask:Questions To Ask:

• Where do you want to be Where do you want to be five minutesfive minutes from  from now?
– What are you doingWhat are you doing to get yourself there? to get yourself there?

• Where do you want to be Where do you want to be two minutestwo minutes from now? from now?
– What are you doingWhat are you doing to get yourself there? to get yourself there?



Emergency Procedures

• Discuss/demo T.O. Emergencies
– PT3 at low/mid/high altitude
– Distractions during T.O./Tow

• Canopy opening
• Bugs, Snakes, Object on runway, etc

• Discuss/demo Landing Emergencies
– Too low to fly normal pattern
– Off-airport landings



Approach & Landing 

• The Glider Flight Instructor does an 
excellent job of teaching T.O. Emergency 
procedures including practicing low altitude 
rope breaks.

• The SSF accident statistics show that this 
practice has paid off by a low number of 
PT3 accidents.



CFIT in PatternCFIT in Pattern

• How does TLAR work – on what principle is it based?How does TLAR work – on what principle is it based?

• How is it applied?How is it applied?

• Choosing an angle which is safe means the glider has sufficient energy to Choosing an angle which is safe means the glider has sufficient energy to 
safely complete the pattern, absent catastrophic sink.safely complete the pattern, absent catastrophic sink.



Generating a Scenario 

• Generate 2-3 sentences that sets the stage
– A single event per scenario
– Make it plausible

• Generate a list of discussion points
– What could the pilot do
– What are the risks and how are they changing

– What are the potential risk mitigation strategies
– What are the pro's and con's for each potential 

action
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